XPERT

Custom insights,
done for you.

Trained to leverage our datasets and
analytics tools to the fullest, our Xpert team
can take over complex or urgent tasks –
and deliver actionable insights to your team
quickly and cost-efficiently.

Why Handshakes Xpert?

Get your custom company list,
quickly and reliably

Need a list of companies filtered by revenue, industry or
financials? We can provide you a custom list from our trusted
sources of official company registries and capital markets data.

Due diligence checks,
done for you

Due diligence and conflict-of-interest checks can take time –
more time than you have. Hand the reigns to us and our experts
will navigate datasets, filter criteria and leverage on analytics tools
for you, to deliver the specific insights you require.

Perform real-time
monitoring

We simplify long-tail monitoring by setting real-time alerts on
companies and persons that you’re keeping an eye on, so you
won’t miss a move.

The Xpert team was responsive,
flexible and quick with their
reports. Fantastic service.

Benjamin
Assistant Manager SAC Capital

My research studies common
ownership in Singapore
procurement auctions and needed
bulk data pulls on many customised
variables. Handshakes provided a
complete and error-free dataset
with helpful and timely support.
Ben Charoenwong
Assistant Professor National
University of Singapore

Handshakes Xpert

Clients and Accreditation
Trusted by the public sector and corporations

We are SG:D Accredited

Private industries, the public sector, financial services and
regulatory bodies trust Handshakes.

You can be assured of our product’s
core functionalities, our ability
to deliver as promised, and your
data security.

Reliable & customised.

Trusted data sources
for reliable insights

Expert insights,
delivered how you want it

Our data (including information on
private companies and capital markets)
is sourced exclusive from trusted
partners – ensuring the reliability of
your insights.

Choose the insights you want to receive,
in the format that best fits your needs –
an easy-to-understand report or Excel
sheet.

Handshakes Xpert

Handshakes Xpert

Conflict-of-interest checks,
due diligence reports and
company data.
These are just some ways our clients
leverage Xpert. Connect with us to
discuss your project.

Contact

enquiries@handshakes.com.sg
www.handshakes.com.sg

